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SURFACES WITH ORTHOGONAL FAMILIES OF CIRCLES

THOMAS IVEY

(Communicated by Christopher Croke)

Abstract. The lines of curvature on a cyclide of Dupin are circular arcs. A

surface which carries two orthogonal families of circular arcs must arise as an

integral surface of an overdetermined exterior differential system. We show that

the only solutions of this system are the cyclides of Dupin.

1. Introduction

The cyclides of Dupin are a well-known family of surfaces in three-dimen-

sional Euclidean space. A Dupin cyclide can be characterized as the envelope
of spheres tangent to three fixed spheres or, locally, as a surface both of whose

focal surfaces degenerate to smooth curves. Consequently, the lines of curvature

on a cyclide of Dupin are circles. In this article we give a new characterization
of these surfaces.

In the course of an explanatory article [P], U. Pinkall conjectured that the
cyclides of Dupin are the only surfaces in Euclidean space on which two orthog-
onal families of circles lie. We confirm this conjecture:

Theorem 1. Let S be a smooth connected surface containing two orthogonal

families of circular arcs. Then either the arcs are lines of curvature or they make

an angle of 45° with the lines of curvature, and the lines of curvature are circular
arcs.

Recall that the conformai group 0(4,1 ) acts on S3 as the projectivized null

cone in Lorentzian R5 and on R3 by stereographic projection. Since 0(4,1)

preserves the set of spheres and planes in R3, it takes circles to circles and

hence preserves the set of surfaces carrying two orthogonal families of circular
arcs.

Theorem 2. If S contains two orthogonal families of circles that make an angle

of 45° with the lines of curvature, S is equivalent to a Willmore torus (i.e., a

torus of revolution in R3 with radii 1 and y/2) under the action of 0(4,1).

In §2 we review the conformai geometry of curves and surfaces using moving

frames, allowing us to show that a surface carrying two orthogonal families of
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circles distinct from the lines of curvature corresponds to an integral surface of

an overdetermined exterior differential system. In §3 we show that all integral
surfaces of this system must also be integral surfaces of a certain Frobenius

system of codimension two on the bundle of conformai frames, thus proving

Theorem 1. In §4 we explicitly integrate this system to prove Theorem 2.

2. CONFORMAL GEOMETRY VIA MOVING FRAMES

We begin by setting out explicit formulas for embedding R3 in S3 and

identifying S3 with the lines on the null cone in R5. We will use stereographic

projection into S3

2xx        2x2        2^3      I - R2

\l+R2' l+R2' 14

where R2 = x\ + x\ + x2, with the inverse map

WX W2 Wi
(wx ,W2,W3, tl>4)

1 + W 4 '   1 + W4 '   1 + W4 ,

We send (wx ,w2,Wi, w4) £ S3 to the point in RP4 with homogeneous co-

ordinates [wx, w2, w3, w4, 1], which lies in the zero locus of the quadratic

form z\ + z\ + z\ + z\- z\. Let it denote the projection from R5 minus a

hyperplane into R4 that inverts this map:

n : (zx, z2, z3, z4, z5) i-> (zx/z5, z2/z5, z3/z5, z4/z5).

We study the properties of curves and surfaces in S3 invariant under 0(4,1 )

by adapting conformai frames along these objects. A conformai frame will be

a basis (eo, ex, e2, e-¡, e4) of vectors in R5 whose Lorentzian inner products
satisfy

(ei,ej) = ôij,     (e¡, e0) = (e¡, e4) = 0,        1 <i,j< 3;

(eo,eo) = (e4,e4) = 0,    (e0,e4) = -l.

Let y be the manifold consisting of all such frames. On & we define 1-forms

01* by

(2) dea = eßoißa,        0<a,ß<4.

It follows that don = -01* A oil and that

oí) = -oi\,

oi4 = co0, oi^oi?,

oi°4 = oi^ = 0,  oi\ = -oi°0.

(Since 0(4,1) acts simply transitively on these frames, &~ is diffeomorphic

to that group, and the oi°k are identified with the left-invariant 1-forms. This

identification will be used in proving Theorem 2.)

Since eo is a null vector, p : (eo, ex, e2, e-¡, e4) >-► n(eo) gives a submersion

to S3. In fact, & is a principal bundle over S3, with seven-dimensional

fibre, via this submersion. Equation (2) shows that the forms oi0, oi^, a>l are

semi-basic on &~, i.e., they annihilate vertical vectors. We will use the slightly

abbreviated notation 011, 012, 013 for these forms.
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Let y : I —► S3 be an immersed curve ( / is some open interval). A conformai
framing along y is any smooth lifting into 9~ :

y/ÏP
I^S3

By a l-adapted framing we will mean one such that, when pulled back to /,

deo = eooiç, + eiœl ■ (Equivalently, y*oil = y*col = 0.) It follows that for

a l-adapted framing along an immersed curve, y*oix ̂  0. (Note that we can

always modify an arbitrary framing to get a l-adapted framing by using the

0(3) action on the vectors ex, e2, e3.)

In general, dex — eooi® + e2oi2 + e^oi3 + e4oix. However, we can make the

following modifications to a conformai frame while preserving 1-adaptedness:

Í2 = e2+&e<>» Í2,Í3€R,

?3 = e-h + <?3^0 ,

é4 = e4 + <Ü2<?2 + 6*3 + J(Ü + ÇJ)e0.

Since y*oil is nowhere zero, we can arrange that dex = eooi\ + e4oix along y

(i.e., y*co2 — y*oi3 = 0 ). Call this a 2-adapted framing.
Now assume that eo, ex, e4 are part of a 2-adapted framing along the curve.

Since the plane spanned by eo and ex projects down (via n ) to the tangent line

to the curve in S3, we will say that eo A ei represents the tangent 2-plane to the

curve. Since d(eof\ex) = eo A?i ^o + eo Ae* œi > we wiU sav that eof\ex/\e4
represents the osculating 3-plane. (It is easy to check that these objects are well

defined.) If eof\ex f\e4 is fixed up to multiple along y, then n(e0) lies in a
fixed two-dimensional affine subspace of R4. It is easy to see that this means

the image of y is the stereographic projection of a circle or a straight line in

R3. Since this conformai characterization of circles is enough for our purposes,
we will move on to surfaces.

Let I2 -» S3 be an immersed surface, and let 0 be a conformai framing
defined on an open set U £l? . We can use the 0(3) action to arrange that

deo = ^ooio + exoil + e2oi2

on U, i.e., that 4>*oi^ — 0. Call such a framing l-adapted. It will be useful to

consider the bundle ^¡((p) over I? consisting of all l-adapted frames for the

immersion (j>. Its fibre is five-dimensional, since in addition to acting on the

pair ex, e^ by 0(2), the following modifications preserve "1-adaptedness":

ëo = aeo,        a / 0,

ëx=ex+Çxe0,       Éi.&.fceR,

^2 = ^2+ £2^.

ê3 = é>3 + Çie0,

e4 = - (e4 + £i<?, + fa + £3^3 + ¿Om + %. + $)eo) ■

While col, oi2 are semibasic for &[(</>), this action shows that the forms 012,

oí®, of\, 01*2, oi\ form a coframe when restricted to a fibre of &{(<t>).
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The equations oí3 - 0 and doi3 = 0 imply that there are smooth functions
a, b, c on &¡(<f>) such that

oi\ = aoi1 + boi2,

"'2oil = boi{ + coi2.

We can ascertain how a, b, c vary along the fibres by differentiating:

da = -aoiQ + 2boi\ + oi^

(4) db = -boil + (a- c)oi\ > mod oil, oi2.

de = -coi® - 2boi\ + oi\)

In particular, d(a + c) = -(a + c)oi^ + 2oi\ shows that we can arrange that
a + c-0 by moving along the fibres, and

'»')-(£ î?)('5e)—'•-'

shows that the group CO(2) acts on the remaining variables. It follows that
the quadratic form

S = b((oi2)2 - (to1)2) + (a - c)oiloi2

is well defined, up to multiple, on I?. In fact, the null directions of € are

principal directions on the surface. For, suppose that ex points along a null

curve for S and t is a parameter along such a curve. This implies that b = 0

along the curve, and since de2 = eooi® + exoi\ + e^bai1) mod oi2 , there is no
component of d(n„e2)/dt in the direction of 7r»e3, and the geodesic torsion

is zero. So S is nothing but the conformai version of the third fundamental
form of 1?.

Now assume that </>(X2) carries two distinguished orthogonal families of
curves. On an open set U we can get a l-adapted framing where ex and

e2 point along the curves in the respective families. If on U these directions

do not coincide with the principal directions, then b jt 0 and we can arrange

that a + c = 0 and b = 1 at each point. Let &ï($) be the subbundle of
adapted frames, tangent to the two families of curves, and for which a + c = 0

and b — 1. Since we can no longer rotate ex and e2, oi\ is semibasic on

&2(4>), and because of (4), oIq and oi\ are also semibasic. (However, the fibres

are two-dimensional since we may still add multiples of eo to ex and e2 ; this

shows that oi\ and oi\ form a coframe along the fibres of ^(4>).) There will

be smooth functions tx, t2, ux, and u2 on &i(<j>) such that

oi\ - txoil +t2oi2,

OIq = uxoix + u2oi2.

Differentiation shows that du¡ = -co® mod oi1, oi2. So by moving along the

fibers of &ï(<f>) we can always get a framing such that ux = u2 = 0 along </>(X2).

Assume </> is such a framing.   Since eof\ex  is the tangent 2-plane to the
ex -curves,

d(e0/\ex) = eQ/\(txe2 + ae3 + e4)oil mod co2

shows that the osculating 3-plane for this curve is eo f\ex f\(txe2 + ae3 + e4).

Similarly, the osculating 3-plane for an e2-curve is eo A e2 f\(-he\ - o,e3 + e4).
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If the ex- and e2- curves are assumed to be circles, the osculating 3-planes should

be fixed along the respective curves. Differentiating the above 3-vectors, using

the structure equations (2), leads us to the following

Proposition. Suppose <j> is a conformai framing, adapted in the above manner,

along a surface I? carrying two orthogonal families of circles which are not lines

of curvature. Then <j>(L2) is an integral surface of the following differential forms

on Fxl3, where we use a, tx, and t2 as coordinates on the R3 factor:

eo0==CÚl    ,     ! ,    2N (da + txcox+co\)Aco2
0X = coi - (aco1 + oiz) )j   ,   '   ,       I'. A    ,
a 3/1 2\ (da + t2col - oiV) A CO1
02 = coi- (col - aoi1) ; ,       * ■,       l{      ,
a 2     ),     i  , *    2\ (dt\ - aco1 + (ü2) A CO2
Ö3 = oi\ - (txcol + t2oi2)      ;   '       2      V     ,
ft _,1 (dt2-aco2-co\)Acol.
U4 — UJq

In other words, these forms vanish when restricted to <i>(??). We also note that

cox A co2 restricts to be a nowhere-vanishing 2-form on <j>(L2).

3. The exterior differential system

An integral surface of a 1-form 0 is also an integral of d0 . So we need to

calculate the exterior derivatives of the above 1-forms:

d0o= 0

d0x = -(da + w\- 2(atx + t2)co2) A oi1

d02 = (da -co°3- 2(tx - at2)cox) A co2

d03 = - (dtx + co\) A cox - (dt2 - co°x) A co2

+ (l + a2 - t\ - t\)cox Aco2

d04 = - co\ A co{ - <u§ a co2

These 2-forms, together with the forms given in the above proposition, generate
an exterior ideal J^ that is closed under differentiation. However, this exterior
differential system is not involutive since the values of da and co® on an inte-

gral surface turn out to be uniquely determined by the vanishing of the 2-forms
(see [EDS, IV. 1.8] for a simple example of how this implies noninvolutivity).

In fact, on any integral surface the following 1-forms must vanish:

05 = (tx - 2at2)col + (t2 + 2atx)co2 - 2da,

06 = (2at2 - 3tx)cox + (2atx + 3t2)co2 - 2co%.

Thus, our surface is an integral of a larger exterior differential system J*\ ,

obtained from J^ by adding 05 and 06 and their exterior derivatives modulo

do • • • #6'

d05 = (dtx- 2adt2) Aco1 + (dt2 + 2adtx)Aco2 + 2(t2 + t\)cox Aco2,

d06 = (2a dt2 - 3dtx - 2aofx - 2co\) A cox

+ (2adtx + 3dt2 - 2co\ + 2aco<2)) Aco2 + 2(t\ - t\)cox A co2.

However, Sx is not involutive: its Cartan characters are sx = 4, s2 = 0, while
the vanishing of the 2-forms determines, up to only two parameters at each

point, the values of dtx, dt2, of{, and oi\. (The reader is again referred to

> mod 0o, 0\, 02 , 03, 04-
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[EDS] for Cartan's test for involutivity.) In fact, there must be smooth functions

m and v such that the following 1-forms vanish:

07 = 2co\ + (6u + 1 + 5a2 + 3t\ - t\)cox + vco2,

08 = 2co\ + (-6« + 1 + 5a2 + 3t\ - t\)co2 + vcox,

09 = dtx -(a + v/2)cox + 2(u - a2 - t\)co2,

010 = dt2 -(a- v/2)co2 + 2(m + a2 + t\)cox.

We can now think of the surface as an integral of a Pfaffian system J^ on

y"xl5, where we introduce u and v as new variables, generated by 0o • ■ • 0io

and their exterior derivatives. (The 2-forms listed in the above proposition,
which are not themselves exterior derivatives, are now congruent to zero modulo
05• • • 010 .) The exterior derivatives of 0i •■•0Xo, modulo the 1-forms, are 2-
forms whose vanishing uniquely determines the values of du and dv ; in fact,

the 1-forms

0XX = du + (2ut2 + atx - 2t2)cox - (2utx + at2 + 2tx)co2,

012 = dv + (5vt2 - 4utx + 4tx(t\ - a2) - I6at2 - 9tx)col

- (5vtx + 4ut2 + 4t2(t\ - a2) + 16aii + 9t2)co2

must vanish. Differentiating these forms modulo 0o---0X2 gives

¿011 = -(2v + \3txt2)cox Aco2,

d0x2 = (-36« + 36t\ - 36/2 - 26av - \60atxt2) cox A co2.

Thus, on any integral surface of J^ where cox A co2 ̂  0,

atxt2      ■>     ■>
u = -^-t\ + t\,

13
v = -^txt2.

Finally, we substitute these expressions into 0XX and 0(2 and use the known

values of da, dtx , and dt2 to obtain two linear combinations of cox and co2

that must vanish along the integral surface. Their coefficients are the polyno-

mials

Px - \\ltxtl-12tx + 12txa2-12t\ + \%t2xat2-\%0at2,

P2 = -n0atx-12a2t2 + 12t\-\\lt2t2x + \%txat\ + 12t2,

P3 = -I6atx-96tl + \3&t2t2x-4ltxatl-32t2-60a2t2 + $at3x-2a2t2t2-8a3tx,

P4 = 138íií|-32íi-96í3 + 41t2at2 + \6at2-60txa2-iat32-2a2t\tx + ia3t2.

It follows that any integral surface of J^ must lie inside the common zero locus

of these polynomials; in order to classify surfaces with orthogonal families of
circles, we must study the real points of this locus.

First of all, these polynomials vanish when ii = t2 = 0. If this is the case on
an open subset of Z2 , then u = v = 0 and 09 = 0io = 0 imply that a = 0. It
then follows that (p(L2) is an integral of the Pfaffian system

/ = {co3, co3x - co2, co\ - cox, co\, co\, 2co\ + cox, 2co\ + co2, co\},

which, we should note, is a Frobenius system on &~x0. On integrals of f,

the third fundamental form is S = (co2)2 - (cox)2 , so the vectors ex ± e2 point
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in the principal directions. To see that the lines of curvature must, in fact, be
circles, we need to calculate the osculating 3-planes for these directions:

d (e0 f\(ex ± e2fj = (e0 /\(e} ± e4f) (cox ± co2)    mod f, co1 + co2.

So, eo f\(ex ± e2) f\(e¡ ± e4) is the osculating 3-plane in the ex ± e2 principal
direction, and it is easy to see that this is fixed along one of the corresponding

lines of curvature.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, it will suffice to show that there are no

other real zeros of the polynomials Pi through P4. Let R¡j be the resultant of

Pi and Pj with respect to a, which also must vanish along the common zero

locus. If we let x = t\ and y = t\ ,

RX2 = 100(5xy -4x- 4y)(xy2 + yx2 + 100(x2 + y2 + x + y) - 240xy).

This shows that tx = 0 if and only if t2 = 0. If neither are zero at some point,

then

§*- - ~ = (x-y)(\5x2y2 + 506(x2y+y2x)
Ll2        LlX

+ 6072(x2 + y2) + 644xy + 2072(x + y)).

Substituting y = x into Rx2 gives two positive roots for x, neither of which

satisfy Z?34 = 0. Taking the resultant of I5x2y2 + ••• + 2072(x + y) with
5xy - 4x - 4y in y yields a polynomial in x which has only imaginary roots.

Taking the resultant with the other factor of An yields a polynomial in x that

has no positive real roots.

4. Explicit integration

In the previous section we arrived at a Frobenius system ^ on the conformai

frame bundle 5F such that an adapted framing along a surface foliated by

orthogonal families of circles distinct from the lines of curvature had to be an
integral of ^ . In this section we will explicitly integrate the Frobenius system

,/ by exploiting the fact that & is a Lie group.

The forms oi% on 9~ obey the same structure equations as the left-invariant

forms on a subgroup of GL(5, R) and take value in the subalgebra of matrices

A such that JA + 'AJ = 0 for

/ 0     0    -1\

7=0     h     0     .
V-l    0     0)

The corresponding Lie group consists of matrices M such that 'MJM = J . It

is clear that this is the subgroup G of GL(5, R) that preserves the quadratic

form Q2 = z\ + z\ + z\ - 2zx Z5. Since this is equivalent to the quadratic form

gi = z\ + z\ + z\ + z\ — z2 by a linear transformation, G is conjugate to

0(4, 1) as we usually think of it. If ( , ) denotes the symmetric bilinear form

corresponding to Q2 and t?o • • • e4 are the columns of M, then

(<?,■, ej) = Sij, (e, ,eQ) = (ei,e4) = 0,        1 < i, j < 3,

(e0,*o) = (*4,*4) = 0,    (e0,e4) = -l.
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This shows that G is diffeomorphic to !?, and (2) shows that the 1-forms oft

form the matrix g~xdg of left-invariant forms on G.
Since f is spanned by left-invariant forms and is Frobenius, its integral sur-

faces are the left cosets of a Lie subgroup of G. The two-dimensional subspace
at the identity annihilated by ^ is

/       0   -\x   -\y 0   0 \

0 =
x 0 0 -y -\x

y 0 0 -x -\y
0 y x 0 0

V       0 x y 0 0/

x,y £

It is easy to check that f) is a maximal abelian subalgebra. Exponentiating it

gives a compact torus in G. Our convention in §2 was that the vector eo traces

out the surface in the projectivized null cone in P(R5). The first column of the

image of I) under the exponential map is the set of vectors of the form

(5) eo = 'Q(l-r-cosxcosy), sinxcosy, cosxsin>>, sinxsiny, 1-cosxcosy).

Since G acts transitively on the left cosets of exp(h.) and this action covers the

action of G on R5 via the map eo , all surfaces of the kind in which we are

interested will be equivalent under the conformai group to the one parametrized

by (5).
It is easy to check that this surface lies in the zero locus of Q2 and also

of Z2Z3 - z4(zi - 5Z5). Since in §2 we use an identification of S3 with the
null cone of ßi, not Q2 > we need to apply a linear transformation that takes

Ö2 to Qi. The resulting surface then lies in the zero locus of Qi and of

2v/2z2Z3 - z4(z5 — 3zi). We can use transformations in 0(4, 1) to change the

latter quadric to \Fi(z\+z\—z\ — z$). The resulting surface is in the zero locus

of oi and of z\ + z\ — z\ — z\. If we now take the cone of lines through the

origin of R5 to points on this surface, this gives the surface in S3 whose points

satisfy w2 + w2 = w2 + w2. The image surface in R3 under stereographic

projection satisfies 8(x,2 + xf) = (1 + x\ + x\ + x2)2 , which is the equation of

a torus of revolution about the X3-axis, with radii 1 and \[2 .
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